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What is an Accredited Specialist?
A lawyer who is accredited as a specialist is recognised as having an enhanced skill level, as
well as substantial involvement in established legal specialty areas. The Law Institute of
Victoria requires such specialists to demonstrate superior knowledge, experience and
proficiency in a particular area of law to ensure that recognition as an accredited specialist is
meaningful and reliable.

Eligibility for Accreditation
•
•
•
•
•
•

Membership of the Law Institute of Victoria
A current practising certificate
At least five years experience in practice
Substantial involvement in this area of practice over the past three years
Three references in support of the application
Successful completion of the prescribed assessment program

Candidates who do not meet the eligibility criteria may apply for an exemption from the criteria
in accordance with the Specialisation Scheme Rules. Such applications for exemption must be
lodged no later than 4.00pm Friday 22 March 2019.
IMPORTANT:

Details of the conditions for gaining specialist accreditation are
contained in the Specialisation Scheme Rules which can be found at:
http://www.liv.asn.au/LIVPublicWebSite/media/150th-Anniversary2009/LIV%20Documents/20160420_Master_SpecialisationSchemeRules
_April16.pdf

Specialisation candidates are particularly advised to read the Specialisation Scheme Rules
and familiarise themselves with the requirements for any applications for exemption or special
consideration. The Rules are located under the Scheme Administration tab of the
Specialisation Scheme link.

Assessment
The assessment program for Accredited Specialisation in Property Law is in three parts. To
gain accreditation candidates must obtain a satisfactory mark in each of the three parts of the
program. Candidates may, in any or all of the assessment program, be assessed on any or
all of the Assessment Topics and Legislation listed in Schedules 1 and 5.
Part 1: Written Examination (extended and short answer responses) – See Schedule 2.
Part 2: Simulated Client Interview – See Schedule 3
Part 3: Take-home assignment – See Schedule 4
Please note: Candidates will be examined on the law as it stands at the date of assessment.
Supplementary assessment
Candidates may be required to undertake additional assessment at the discretion of the
Specialisation Board.
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Exemption from Written Examination
Candidates may apply in advance for an exemption from the written examination if they have
recently studied subjects relating to Property Law in a postgraduate course at a tertiary
institution. Any such exemption is entirely at the discretion of the Specialisation Board and will
be assessed on a case by case basis.
Eligibility for the exemption is subject to the following conditions. The completed post graduate
course units must:





have been completed within the preceding five years of the date of application
assess knowledge that is equivalent in range to the knowledge assessed in the
specialist accreditation exam
be at a level of complexity and standard of knowledge that is equivalent to that
assessed in the specialist accreditation exam
contain knowledge that is of equivalent relevance to practice in the specialist
accreditation exam

Any application for an exemption should be made at the time of lodging the application form,
which is to be lodged no later than 4.00pm Friday, 22 March 2019.

Timetable
Thursday 25 October 2018

Prospective specialist networking night, 5:30pm-7pm

Monday 25 February 2019

Accredited Specialisation Annual Information night, 5:30pm-7pm

Friday 22 March 2019

Applications requesting Board discretion (for those who do not meet
eligibility criteria) or exemption from the Written Examination close, no
later than 4pm

Friday 5 April 2019

All other Applications close, no later than 4pm

Saturday 27 July 2019

Part 1: Written Examination, 9.30am – 1.00pm

Tuesday 6 August 2019

Part 2: Simulated Client Interview, by appointment

Tuesday 13 August 2019

Part 3: Take-home assignment due

Late October 2019

Results sent by post to candidates

Late November 2019

Accredited Specialisation Conferral and Cocktail reception

IMPORTANT: Candidates who wish to apply for special consideration in relation to their
assessment tasks must do so in accordance with the Rules
http://www.liv.asn.au/LIVPublicWebSite/media/150th-Anniversary2009/LIV%20Documents/20160420_Master_SpecialisationSchemeRules_April16.pdf
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Performance Standards
Practitioners wishing to be accredited must be able to:
(a) perform at a superior standard which is expected of practitioners wishing to hold
themselves out as specialists in the area, and
(b) display a superior standard of knowledge of the law and procedure which underpins
the performance of tasks in this area of practice.

General Recommendations
It is strongly recommended that candidates undertake the following in preparing for the
assessment tasks:
(a) Form a study group – to register your interest in forming a study group please contact
special@liv.asn.au
(b) Attend appropriate LIV CPD events in the area of specialisation
(c) Review previous examination papers and videos of simulated interviews. These are
available at http://www.liv.asn.au/PDF/Education-Events/AccreditedSpecialisation/2013AS_AssessmentMaterials
(d) Read some or all of the Suggested Reading Material listed in Schedule 5

Legislation and Other Provisions
Candidates should be familiar with the relevant parts of legislation relating to the selected
topics for assessment, and the legislation listed in Schedule 5.

Applications
Applications must be made on the prescribed application form.
Resume of Practice
As evidence of substantial involvement, applicants must submit a resume of their professional
activities relevant to practice in Property Law. The resume should give the Board an overall
picture of the applicant's experience and expertise in Property Law, with an emphasis on
involvement over the past three (3) years. It is not expected that a comprehensive curriculum
vitae will be submitted.
No standard format is prescribed. However, applicants might find it helpful to use some or all
of the following headings:
•

broad description of current practice activities

•

experience in specific areas of activity in Property Law

•

involvement with relevant professional organisations

•

relevant publications and presentations

•

academic qualifications

•

other.
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It is not necessary to repeat details provided on the application form.
Please forward to the Law Institute of Victoria:
1. The completed application form
2. Three references
3. Resume of practice
4. Application fee of $1,100.00 (including GST) payable to the Law Institute of Victoria.

Applications Close
By 4:00pm Friday 22 March 2019:

By 4:00pm Friday 5 April 2019:

for applicants wishing to apply for Board discretion
because they do not meet the eligibility criteria or
for applicants wishing to apply for exemption from
the Written Examination.

for all other applications.

The address for applications is:
Accredited Specialisation
Law Institute of Victoria
GPO Box 263
OR
MELBOURNE 3001
Enquiries:

Telephone:
Facsimile:
Email:

DX 350
MELBOURNE
9607 9461
9607 9404
special@liv.asn.au
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SCHEDULE 1:
Topics for Assessment
The following list is not intended to be exhaustive, but is provided as a guide to matters which
might be raised in the assessment program. Not all the topics listed will necessarily be tested.
Candidates will be assessed on the law as it stands on the day of assessment and at any
other time which may be relevant in answering a particular question.
Topics are grouped under headings for convenience only – some topics could be listed under
a number of headings. Any matter relevant to practice in Property Law may be examined.
Conveyancing
 Adjustment of outgoings



Insurance and passing of risk



Auction sales



Nomination/Substitution



Owners Corporations



Owner builder requirements



Caveats



Planning and environment



Contaminated sites



Plans of subdivision



Deposits



Pre-sales



Easements, covenants and encumbrances



Procedures and practices



Estate Agents



Remedies for default



Estoppel/Promises



Terms contracts



Fixtures and chattels



Vendor disclosure



General law of contract



Verification of identity



Guarantees



Electronic conveyancing



PEXA



Duties online



Combustable cladding



AUSTRAC reporting



Retirement Villages

Imposts
 Capital Gains Tax



Goods and Services Tax



Concessions and exemptions



Land tax



Congestion levy



Local Government rates and charges



Duties

 Withholding Tax

Mortgages and Securities
 Effect of mortgage



Registration procedures



Execution



Rights of mortgagor



Guarantees



Sale by mortgagee



General and Specific Security Deeds



Security interests in personal property



Indefeasibility



Solicitor certificates



Powers of mortgagee



Transfers of mortgages



Priorities



Types of mortgage
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Priority agreements

Property Development
 Adjoining owners



Growth Area Infrastructure
Contributions



Agreements for lease



Land Registry procedures



Building guarantee/Warranty insurance



Managed investments



Off the plan contracts



Building regulations



Owners Corporation



Certification



Planning



Common property



Protection works



Covenants



Section 173 agreements



Domestic building contracts



Subdivision



Easements



Staged subdivision



Environmental issues



Sunset clauses

Statutory Restrictions
 Estate Agents Act issues



Trade Practices and fair trading issues



Foreign investment



Transfer of Land Act Issues



Sale of Land Act issues

Structuring Title and Interests
 Adverse possession



Old law and conversion



Compulsory acquisition



Rights to purchase



Company Share Title and Stratum Title 
Conversions




Crown Land



Partition



Powers of attorney

Transfers to beneficiaries
Types of legal interests

Tenancy
 Licences



Termination



Options for renewal



Residential tenancies



Part performance and estoppel



Retail and commercial tenancies



Remedies



Subleases, assignments and variations



Repudiation and fundamental breach

NB: It is stressed that the above list is not intended to be exhaustive and that any matter
relevant to practice in Property Law may be examined. Schedule 5 gives a further indication of
the legislation and topics which candidates might be asked to address.
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SCHEDULE 2:
Examination Assessment Component Part 1 – Written Examination
Exam Date:
Exam Venue:

Saturday 27 July 2019, 9.30am to 1.00pm (3 hours plus 30 minutes
for reading and planning)
(TBC).

Examination Assessment Components
Part 1A: Extended response
This part will contain FOUR questions. Candidates must answer ONE compulsory question
together with TWO questions out of THREE optional questions provided.
Detailed answers which identify the key issues and specify the advice appropriate to the
situation are expected. In view of the fact that candidates are able to choose the topics on
which they are assessed, as far as the optional questions are concerned, the answers to
these questions should demonstrate particular expertise in the topic chosen. Issues set out
under Topics for Assessment in Schedule 1 may be included within each of these questions.
Candidates should note that Mortgages & Securities will not be examined as a separate
question in Part 1A; however that topic may be examined as a component of any of the four
questions.
Part 1B: Short-answer responses
Questions in Part 1B will cover a wide range of Property Law matters likely to be encountered
in practice. Candidates will be expected to demonstrate broad knowledge of Property Law
and associated practices and procedures. The questions will require only brief answers.
Candidates will be expected to answer all questions in this part.
Assessment Criteria
Candidates will be assessed on their:
 ability to identify relevant issues from a given fact situation
 breadth of knowledge of the law
 depth of knowledge of the law and skill in applying that knowledge to the given fact
situation
 knowledge of procedural rules and practices
 ability to provide practical, clear and accurate advice.
Examination Conditions
 The written examination is an open book exam
 Candidates may take into the examination room any books, notes or other written material
 Portable computers may be used for reference purposes on a read-only basis so long as
their use does not disturb other candidates. Access to the Internet is strictly prohibited.
 Mobile telephones are not permitted
 Questions must be answered in the booklets or computers provided, depending on
candidate choice
 Handwriting must be legible (if applicable)
 Each candidate will be issued with an examination number
 The names of candidates will not appear on any material submitted for assessment
After the examination
Following the written examination, candidates will receive the material relating to the
Simulated Interview and Take Home Assignment.
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SCHEDULE 3:
Examination Assessment Component Part 2 – Simulated
Client Interview
Interview Date:
Interview Time:

Tuesday 6 August 2019
(50 minutes plus 10 minutes to record observations)
By appointment

Interview Venue:

Law Institute of Victoria, Level 2, 470 Bourke Street, Melbourne

Assessment overview
Candidates will conduct a simulated interview with a person acting in the role of the client. The
interview will take up to 50 minutes and will be recorded for assessment by examiners.
Candidates will be expected to give initial advice in the interview.
At the conclusion of the 50-minute interview, candidates will be given 10 minutes to record
their observations. These observations will be assessed by the examiners in conjunction with
the recorded interview. The time allocated for the interview and writing up on the file notes will
be strictly enforced. Candidates are not permitted to tape the interview themselves (eg.
dictaphone).
The interview is designed to enable candidates to demonstrate skill in conducting an interview
with the client. A sound knowledge of the relevant law, rules and procedures will also be
required.
Interview times are by appointment only. You will be allocated a time closer to the assessment
date.
Assessment criteria
Candidates will be assessed on their ability to:
(a) elicit relevant information and facts from the client – 15 percent
(b) obtain and clarify instructions – 10 percent
(c) communicate clearly with the client – 10 percent
(d) identify relevant issues – 15 percent
(e) assess facts, provide advice with legal options – 25 percent
(f)
indicate procedural steps and timelines for responses – 10 percent
(g) develop a short-term plan – 10 percent
(h) comply with good and proper legal practices and procedures – 5 percent
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SCHEDULE 4:
Examination Assessment Component Part 3 –
Take Home Assignment
Date Assignment Available:

Saturday 27 July 2019 after the written exam.

Date assignment due:

Tuesday 13 August 2019, no later than 4pm

Assessment Overview
Using the information from the material distributed on Saturday 27 July 2019, candidates will
be requested to prepare a memorandum of advice to a Property Law partner of the
candidate’s firm. A concise and well organised response written in plain English is expected.
Candidates may use the resources of their offices in completing this exercise. However
consultation with any other person in completing the exercise is not permitted.
Candidates will be required to provide a signed statement to that effect.
This exercise is designed to test a candidates ability to absorb new material, identify errors
and omissions, draw attention to important features of a file and to make recommendations or
initiate actions appropriate to the circumstances.
There will be a word limit of 3,300 words prescribed for this piece of assessment, candidates
will be advised of this in the material distributed on Saturday 27 July 2019.
Assessment criteria
Candidates will be assessed on their:
(a) ability to identify relevant issues from a given fact situation
(b) depth of knowledge of the law and skill in applying that knowledge to the given fact
situation
(c) ability to provide practical, clear and accurate advice
(d) skill in interpreting and drafting documents.
Late submissions will not be accepted.
It is the sole responsibility of candidates to ensure all take home examination material is
received by the Law Institute on or before the due date. Failure of the examination material to
reach the Law Institute by the due date will result in failure of that examination component.
Particular care should be taken with all forms of electronic transmission to ensure it has been
received by the Law Institute in the time and the intended form.
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SCHEDULE 5:
Related Legislation, Regulations & Guidelines
NOTE: Act titles include all relevant regulations and any other instruments made under those
Acts and amendments and replacements which come into operation by the date of
assessment.
The following list is not intended to be exhaustive, but is provided as a guide to legislation
which might be raised in the assessment program. A detailed knowledge of all these Acts is
not necessary.
Commonwealth
A New Tax System (Goods & Services Tax) Act 1999 & related statutes.
Australian Competition and Consumer Act 2010
Bankruptcy Act 1966
Building Energy Efficiency Disclosure Act 2010
Corporations Act 2001
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
Foreign Acquisitions & Takeovers Act 1975
Income Tax Assessment Act 1997 (Part IIIA - capital gains and losses)
Personal Property Securities Act 2009
Managed Investments Act 1998
National Consumer Credit Protection Act 2009
State
Australian Consumer Law and Fair Trading
Act 2012
Building Act 1993
Congestion Levy Act 2005
Consumer Credit Code
Conveyancers Act 2006
Domestic Building Contracts Act 1995
Duties Act 2000
Environment Protection Act 1970
Estate Agents Act 1980
House Contracts Guarantee Act 1987
Instruments Act 1958
Land Acquisition and Compensation
Act 1986
Land Tax Act 2005
Legal Profession Uniform Law
Application Act 2014
Local Government Act 1989

Owners Corporation Act 2006
Planning and Environment Act 1987
Property Law Act 1958
Residential Tenancies Act 1997
Retail Leases Act 2003
Retail Leases (Amendment) Act 2005
Retail Tenancies Act 1986
Retail Tenancies Reform Act 1998
Retirement Villages Act 1986
Retirement Villages (Amendment) Act 2005
Sale of Land Act 1962
Subdivision Act 1988
Transfer of Land Act 1958
Landlord and Tenant Act 1958
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal
Act 1998

Guidelines
The registrars and PXO requirements to paper conveyancing transactions
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Suggested reading materials and resources
The following list is not intended to be exhaustive and is provided as a guide. It lists the principal
texts in the area of propety law for Victorian practitioners.Candidates may also find continuing
professional development material published by a number of providers useful. Some of the
material listed is available online.
AUSTLII: www.austlii.edu.au
BARKOCZY, Stephen & others. The GST Guide. Sydney (1999 -) CCH (loose-leaf).
BARNETT, Tony. Drafting and Negotiating Commercial Leases in Australia. North Ryde (1990)
Butterworths.
BRADBROOK, Adrian J., MACCALLUM, Susan V. & MOORE, Anthony P.
Property Law. 5th Edition. Sydney (2009) LBC Information Services.

Australian Real

BRADBROOK, Adrian J. & NEAVE, Marcia A. Easements and Restrictive Covenants in Australia.
3rd Edition. Sydney (2011) Butterworths.
BRADBROOK, Adrian J., CROFT, Clyde E. and Hay, Robert S. Commercial Tenancy Law 3rd
Edition. Sydney (2008) Lexis Nexis.
CCHAustralia.Ltd: Victorian Conveyancing Law and Practice. Sydney (1983-) CCH (loose-leaf).
COCKS, RUSSELL. 1001 Conveyancing Answers: a practical guide to conveyancing in Victoria.
Melbourne, Victoria (2001-) available to subscribers online via smoke ball.
COCKS, RUSSELL. Essential Conveyancy Answers. Melbourne, Victoria (2016) available to order
at russellcocks.com.au
COLLIER, BERNA and LINDSAY, SHANNON. Powers of Atterney in Australia and New Zealand
(1992) The Federation Press.
CROFT, Clyde E., Retail Leases. 4th Edition. Melbourne (2004) Leo Cussen Institute. In 2 vols
CROFT, Clyde E., Retail Leases Victoria Sydney (2006) Lexis Nexis (loose-leaf)
CROFT, Clyde E. and JOHANNSON, J The Mortgagees Power of Sale. 2nd Edition. Sydney (2004)
Lexis Nexis.
CROFT, Clyde and others. Leases and Mortgages. Melbourne (1997) Leo Cussen Institute.
CROFT, Clyde and others. Retail Tenancies Reform. Melbourne (1999) Leo Cussen Institute.
CROFT, Clyde & others. Commercial Leases Melbourne (1999) Leo Cussen Institute
CROFT, Clyde & others, Retail & Commercial Leases Update, Melbourne (2000) Leo Cussen
Institute.
CROFT, Clyde & others, Approaches to Retail and Commercial Leases, Melbourne (2002) Leo
Cussen Institute.
DAVINE, DERRY and others. Rent Review Issues. Melbourne (2002) Leo Cussen Institute
DUNCAN, W.D. Commercial Leases in Australia. North Ryde (2005) LBC Information Services.
EVERETT, D. & McCRACKEN, S. Banking & Financial Institutions Law. 7th Edition.
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FISHER, W.R. & LIGHTWOOD, J.M. Fisher and Lightwood’s Law of Mortgage. 2nd Australian
edition. Sydney (2005) Lexis Nexis.
FOX, P.M., HOCKLEY, J.J. Fox. Annotated Transfer of Land Act. 2nd Edition. Sydney (1989)
LBC.
JENKINS, Pamela & LOVEGROVE, Kim. A users guide to the Domestic Building Contracts and
Tribunal Act 1995. Melbourne. (1996) Law Press.
LAND CHANNEL: www.land.vic.gov.au
LAND REGISTRY: The Lodging Book. A guide to dealings at Land Victoria. 3rd Edition. Revised
Melbourne (2006) Land Victoria. Version 4.1 available:
http://www.dse.vic.gov.au/DSE/nrenptm.nsf/childdocs/-DA88BB5D4A4F33F6CA257204000184B2364CA1CDA7B44CE7CA25767E001B0FB2
LANG, Andrew. Lang's Commercial Leasing in Australia. Sydney (1996-) CCH (loose-leaf).
LAW INSTITUTE OF VICTORIA, Property and Environmental Law Bulletin. Now available on LIV
website
LESHINSKY, Rebecca., LIBBIS, Simon. Owners Corporations in Victoria. Melbourne (2008) Hybrid
Publishers.
LIBBIS, Simon. Conveyancing Victoria: The Ultimate Guide 2014. Melbourne (2014) Hybrid
Publishers.
LIBBIS, Simon. Subdivisions Victoria: The Ultimate Guide 2013-14. Melbourne (2014) Hybrid
Publishers.
LLOYD, David P., RIMMER, William F. Sale of Land Act Victoria.(2015) Thomson Reuters
LOVEGROVE, Kim. A user’s guide to the Victorian Building Act 1993. Melbourne (1993) Law
Press.
LOVEGROVE, Kim. A user’s guide to the Domestic Building Contracts and Tribunal Act 1995
(1996) Law Press.
MILLER, RUSSELL V. Miller’s Australian Competition and Consumer Law Annotated, 40th Edition,
(2018) Thomson Rueters
OFFICE OF THE VICTORIAN SMALL BUSINESS COMMISSIONER: www.sbc.vic.gov.au
REDFERN, M.J. & CASSIDY, D.I. Australian Tenancy Practice and Precedents. Sydney (1987) Lexis Nexis (loose-leaf).
ROBINSON, S. The Property Law Act. North Ryde (1992) LBC.
ROBINSON, S. Transfer of Land in Victoria. Sydney (1979) LBC.
SEDDON, NICHOLAS. Seddon on Deeds. (2018) The Federation Press
STATE REVENUE OFFICE VICTORIA: www.sro.vic.gov.au
SYKES, Edward I. & WALKER, Sally. The Law of Securities. 5th Edition. Sydney (1993) LBC.
Australian Stamp Duties Law. Sydney (1991-) Butterworths (loose-leaf).
TOOHER, Joycey, G. Intro to Property Law, 5th Edition, Lexis Nexis 2008
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VICTORIAN CIVIL AND ADMINISTRATIVE TRIBUNAL: www.vcat.vic.gov.au
VOUMARD, L. & WIKRAMA-NAYAKE, P.N. Voumard. The Sale of Land in Victoria. 5th Edition.
Sydney (1995-) LBC Information Services (loose-leaf).
WEERASOORIA W.S. Bank Lending & Securities in Australia. Chatswood (1998) Butterworths.
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